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1. INTRODUCTION 
We begin with a Markov process { X,; t 2 0} on a general state space E 
with u-field 8. To this is adjoined an additive component {S,; t 2 0} taking 
values in Rd, such that 
and 
{(X,,&); t20)isaMarkovprocessonE XIRd, O-1) 
p(t4,sJ E A x (r + 4J(&, so) = t.6 s)} 
= p{ (x,, $1 E A x qtx,, 43) = (X,0)} 
= P,(x, A x I-), (1.2) 
for x E E, s E Wd, A E 6, P E ~3’~ = Bore1 sets of Rd. 
The pair {(X,, S,); t 2 0} is called a Murkou-additive (MA) process, and 
{ Pt(x, A X I’)} = P, an MA-transition function. The parameter set will be 
either W := {t 2 0} or 2 := {n = 0, 1, . . . }. Examples of MA-processes 
are: 
(i) Sums of independent, Rd-valued, identically distributed random 
variables. 
*Part of the research for this paper was carried out while this author was a Fulbrigbt scholar 
at the University of Wisconsin, Madison. 
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(ii)S,=~~::,,f(Xi)orS,=C~~,,g(Xi,Xi-l),where{Xi; i=O,l,...} 
is a Markov chain on a state space (E, S), and f: E + Wd, g: E x lE + Wd 
are measurable functions. 
(iii) S, = I,-$( X,) d s, where {X,} is a Markov process and f is as 
above. 
(iv) Semi-Markov processes. (See, e.g., Pyke [Pyl, Py2].) 
(v) Occupation time process: For a MC. on a finite state space 
E = {Xl,. . .) xd}, define f(xj) = (0,. . . ,O, l,O,. . . ,O) with the 1 in the jth 
coordinate. Then Cy_,f( Xj) counts the number of visits to {xi,. . . , xd}, 
respectively, up to time n. 
The objective is to study the asymptotic behavior of P{ St/t E B}, 
namely, of P,(x, A x tB), as t + co, for B E gd; i.e., the “large deviations” 
of S,. This subject has a long history. For sums of i.i.d. random variables S,,, 
the existence and properties of 
lim IlogP 
n-r@2 n i ) 
2~ B = -h(B) (1.3) 
goes back to Cramer [Cr] and Chernoff [Ch]. The most general results (for 
random variables taking values in general vector spaces) are due to Bahadur 
and Zabell [BaZ]. For a recent survey see Azencott [AZ]. 
The definitive treatment of general occupation time measures for Markov 
chains on a general state space is given by Donsker and Varadhan [DV]. 
The case S,, = Cy,.,,g( Xi, X,-i) in example (ii), for g real valued and 
bounded, and {X,,} satisfying a uniform recurrence condition has been 
considered by Kim and David [KDa], when {X,} is a finite M.C. and the 
{S,} are real valued by Miller [Ml. In all of these cases “logarithmic” limit 
laws of the form (1.3) have been derived. 
There are also such limit theorems for “general” sequences of r.v.‘s S,,, 
which are not necessarily sums or additive functionals associated with a 
Markov process. In these it is necessary to impose hypotheses on the 
generating functions of S,, and their limits. Logarithmic large deviation 
theorems for such sequences have been proved by Platchky and Steinebach 
[PlSt], Steinebach [St], Gartner [G], and Ellis [El. 
In the case of sums of i.i.d. r.v.‘s sharper results than the logarithmic form 
(1.3) are also available. In the one-dimensional case (under an exponential 
moment assumption), complete results have been obtained by Bahadur and 
Rao [BaRa], who derived a full asymptotic expansion of the form 
i 1 
If;l > a = .Le-AYaky& 
[ 
c 
p 1 + - ;” + . . . + $I[1 + o(;;il-)I, 
(14 
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where { C,, n } are bounded sequences. For S, taking values in BP d, Ney [Nl, 
N2] has shown that for convex B 
p (1.5) 
for some 6 > 0, where y depends on the dimension d, and on the curvature 
of B. The functions A*(.) and x( .) above, called entropy or information 
numbers, can be expressed in terms of the generating function of S,. 
Our objective is to extend this large deviation theory to MA-processes. 
The analysis is carried out in terms of the kernel of generating functions of 
the additive component, namely, 
We start by showing in Section 3 (under a uniform recurrence hypothesis) 
that there exists a principal eigenvalue h(a) of P(a), which is analytic, 
strictly convex, and essentially smooth (see Rockafellar [Ro, p. 2511) on a 
domain 9. The logarithmic large deviation (LD) theorem follows from 
these properties via Ellis’ theorem [El. 
To obtain the sharper limit theorems conjugate MA-processes are intro- 
duced in Section 4. The principal result of this section is the “twisting” 
property, by which one can produce a conjugate process having drift in any 
specified direction. 
The main results of the paper are in Section 5. Theorem 5.2 asserts the 
existence of a “dominating point” uB in terms of which a representation 
formula for the large deviation probabilities is derived; namely, 
where n E IE, A E 8, B convex E sd, x(B) = inf{ A*(u): u E B}, 
A*( .) = convex conjugate of log X(a), and Z, is the integral of a bounded 
function with respect to a centered conjugate MA-kernel. This formula is a 
generalization of such a representation for the i.i.d. case in [Nl]. It is 
applied to prove (Theorem 5.3) that (for some 0 < c’ < c” < cc) 
c’t-d/2e-%Wt 5 p, 0.7) 
This is done by estimating the integral Z, by a local central limit theorem 
(Proposition 5.1), which is a generalization to MA-processes of such a result 
of Kolmogorov [Ko] for the occupation time of a finite M.C. The proof of 
this theorem uses the regenerative structure of the MA-process. These topics 
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are treated in Section 6. To improve (1.7) to a result like (1.5) would require 
remainder estimates in Proposition 5.1 similar to the classical central limit 
estimates used in [Nl]. Such improvements seem quite accessible but 
tedious, and we have not carried them out. The numbers ci and c2 depend 
on the eigenfunction and eigenmeasure of X(a,), where (Ye = 
(VP% W’(%). 
In Section 7 we work out some special cases and examples. In particular, 
for some additive functions the entropy function can be more explicitly 
determined. For example, if S, = jdF( X,) drs where X, is a diffusion and F: 
E + Wd is bounded, the eigenvalue problem for &a) can be expressed in 
terms of the generator of the process, and a formula for the entropy very 
close to the I-function of Donsker and Varadhan [DV] is obtained. 
As an illustration we work out the details explicitly for the occupation 
time of two sets for Brownian motion on a circle. 
Finally, in Section 8, we derive a variational formula for x which is an 
extension of the Kullback-Leibler number (see, e.g., [Ba]). 
The methods of this paper are principally analytical. In the absence of the 
bounding hypothesis on ?( (Y) (denoted by (R) in Section 3) difficulties arise 
in proving the required regularity properties of the eigenvalues which make 
these methods less suitable. In a subsequent paper we provide a framework 
for a probabilistic approach to some aspects of these eigenvalue problems 
which is very general. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
The MA-process {(X,, S,); r 2 0) and its discrete version {(X,, S,); n = 
O,l,. . . } are defined by (1.1) and (1.2). In the discrete case S,, can be 
represented in the form S,, = S, + [I + . . . +.&,, where 
P{<Xl, 6,) E A x q(&, 4)) = (x, s)} = P{(& &) E A x rl& = x}, 
(2.1) 
which we denote P(x, A X I?), to be called the MA-kernel. 
We take the liberty of some abuse of notation to write 
P,(x, A x Wd)= P,(x, A),P(x,A X W”) = P(x,A), 
using the same P in all cases. This will cause no confusion. 
The semi-group property is 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
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which we also denote by Pt, * P,,(x, A x I). In the discrete case we some- 
times write P*” = PCn) = P,. 
For any real valued non-negative kernel { K(x, A); x E E, A E 8 }, 
function h: E + W, and measure v on (E, a), write 
h 8 v(x, A) = h(x)v(A) ( = a kernel), 
vh(A) = JAv(dx)h(x) ( = a measure), 
vh = vh(Wd) (= a real number). 
More generally if v(A X I) is a measure on (IE X Rd, 8X ad) and h(x) 
is as above, we still write 
h Q v(x, A x I-) = h(x)v(A x I-), 
and similarly for the other operations. 
We also define the transforms 
B(a) = ii(x, A; a) = J.@J)P(X, A x ds), a E BBd, 
and 
9(A,a) = je @J)V(A x ds). 
Finally, for any I E Rd let I? = interior of I, F = closure of I, 8I’ = 
boundary of I. 
3. EIGENVALUES 
We start with the discrete time case and then extend to the continuous 
case. 
Let { X, } be an irreducible, aperiodic Markov chain with respect o some 
maximal irreducibility measure. Impose the following “recurrence” hy- 
pothesis. 
(R) There exists a probability measure v on E X Wd, an integer mO, and 
real numbers 0 < a _< b -C 00, such that 
av(A X r) I P”‘o(x, A X r) I bv(A X r) (3-l) 
for all x E E, A E 8, r E Wd. 
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From this it follows, of course, that 
ai(A; a) I i)yx, A; a) 2 bi(A; a), (3.2) 
which is somewhat weaker than (3.1). It is the analog, for MA-kernels, of 
the hypothesis of T. Harris, Chapter III, Section 10 of [HI, under which the 
existence of the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue and eigenfunctions is proved. 
Remark 3.1. Without loss of generality we can take m, = 1 in the 
following discussion since all the relevant eigenvalue structure of P and Pm0 
is equivalent. 
For any f: Rd + R U { oo}, let 
9(f) = {a: f(a) < mo>, 
and abbreviate 9(c) = 9(i(E; e)). Let 
Y= the convex hull of the support of v (E x . ) . (3.3) 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume (R). Then for each a E .9(i), $(a) has a maximal 
simple real eigenvulue h(a), with associated (right) eigenfunction { r(x; a); 
x E E} and (left) eigenmeusure { l(A; a); A E a}, such that: 
(i) r(-; a) and ~31/&(-; ) a are uniformly positive and bounded, and 
hence also l(E ; a) < 00. 
(ii) Normalize so that l(a)r(a) = 1. Then 
kn(x, A; a) = l(A; a)r(x; cu)A”(cu)[l + 0(6”(a))], 0 < S(U) < 1. 
(3.4) 
(iii) 9(X) = 9(c) = 9 (say). 
Proof. The existence of A, 1, r, and the properties (i) and (ii) follow from 
Theorem 111.10.1 of T. Harris [HI. From (3.2) it follows that ui(E; a) I 
X(a) I bB(tE; cw), and this implies (iii). Cl 
Remark 3.2. The main conclusion of Lemma 3.1 that is needed in the 
sequel is the existence A, r, 1 satisfying (i) and (ii) on a suitable domain. 
This can hold much more generally than under (R); but many aspects of the 
subsequent analy$s are simplified under (R), principally because certain 
perturbations of P(a) continue to satisfy (R). Hence we work with (R), but 
will point out later that some conclusions can be made more generally. 
LEMMA 3.2. LRt Sn = a(X,,, . . . , X,, SO, II,. . . , t,). Then 
M,C”) = e(a~sn-sO)-n(a)nr( X,; a) 7 A(a) = log A(a), 
is a martingale with respect o 9”. 
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Proof: 
~(MYll-%) = e(“~S”-So)-w~~X S e(“*tl)-h(a)r( Xl; a)] 
= (r( X,; a)-lMi”)eCACa)( at-)( X,; a) = M,(m). 0 
We will use the following fact about general non-negative kernels, which 
follows from Proposition 4.7 of Nummelin [NUT]. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let { K(x, A) 2 0; x E E, A E 8} be an irreducible kernel 
satisfying 
h(x)v(A) I K(x, A) forallx E E, A E I, 
for some h: E + aB + and measure v on (E, 8) with 0 < vh < 00. Assume 
that X = e A (real) is an eigenvalue of K and that K is X-‘-recurrent. Let 
q(l) = f e-%[K - h 8 v]“-‘h. 
n=l 
Then q(R) = 1. 
(For further discussions of properties of general kernels see Vere-Jones 
[V] and Tweedie [Tw].) 
LEMMA 3.4. Assume that (R) ho& that @# 0, and that 9 is open. 
Then 
(i) A = log X is analytic and strictly conuex on 9. 
(ii) r(x; *) is analytic on 9 for each x E IE. 
(iii) A is essentially smooth on 9. 
(iv) 9= VA(g). 
Remark 3.3. A convex function f: lRd + W is called essentially smooth if 
it is differentiable ino9(f) = {cc f(a) < m}’ and if Ilvf(q)ll + tx along 
any sequence (Y~ E 9(f) such that 0~~ --, a0 E &9( f ). (See Rockafellar [Ro, 
p. 2511.) 
Remark 3.4. The range set of the gradient of A will play a role in one of 
the large deviation theorems, hence it is desirable to describe it in terms of 
the given measures, as in (iv). 
Proof of Lemma 3.4. (i) Define the function #: IIPd+’ + W by 
#(a, [) = a g e-m;(a)[a(a) - al 0 C(a)] “-l(E), 
n=l 
(3.5) 
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where a and i are as in (3.2), { E BP, a E Rd, and (1 8 ;)(x, A) = G(A) for 
all x is to be thought of as a kernel on (E, 8). Writing 1c, out as 
iC/(a,l) = an~l~f(‘.s)pCn[v*(P- al Q v)‘(“-l)](lE X cis), 
it is apparent that it is a generating function. (In Section 6 we will identify 
the lRd+‘-valued random variable having generating function #, but we do 
not need this now.) Let w= {(a, 3): #(a, {) < co} c Wd+‘. From Lemma 
3.3 it follows that [ = A(a) is a solution of #(a, [) = 1, namely, that 
44% A(4) = 1 forallff E9. (3.6) 
(See Remark 6.2 for some motivation of (3.6) via the martingale M,, of 
Lemma 3.2, suitably stopped.) 
Now fix a0 E 9. We will show that 
(ql, A(%)) E +-. 
To prove this we show first that 
(3.7) 
G%, So) < 00 for some {a < A(Q). (34 
Let i),(a) = P(a) - ~1 8 C(a). Then (a - ~)?(a) < jc(tx) I (b - c);(a); 
hence A,(a), the eigenvalte of P,, exists. Let $<(a, [) be the generating 
function corresponding to PC, and q its domain. Writing out the series for 
$, as in (3.5), note that 
and hence w= <. Furthermore since by Lemma 3.3 #Jag, A,(q)) = 1, 
we see that +(cq,, A,(q)) = a/(a - c) > 1. By monotonicity A,(q) < 
A(a,). Thus taking I,, = A,(Q) we have (3.8). 
Now let -cc < 3’ = inf{[: \cI(ao, 3) < cc}. Since JI is a generating 
function, W is convex, and also (a, cl) E W* (a, {) E 79” for all S 2 S1. 
Thus, letting L(a,, l,) = the line {(a,, 5): { > li} it foilows that for each 
kzhe$) E VY, either L(ai, {i) c c?W, or L(al, 11) c W, and hence that 
L(a,,[‘) C Yk or L(a,, S’) C LW. (3.9 
The latter case would imply that for every a-neighborhood of ao, Ma, c W d, 
there would be an a’ E J& such that \cI( a’, {) = cc for all S E W. But the 
openness of ~9 implies the existence of some neighborhood ssa’, such that 
for all a’ E J’& A(a’) < cc exists and satisfies (3.6). This is a contradic- 
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tion. Hence we must have L(a,, [‘) C 9, and hence (3.7). The analyticity 
of A now follows from the analyticity of $, and the Implicit Function 
Theorem applied to (3.6). 
The convexity of A follows from the fact that it is a limit of convex 
functions (Lemma 3.1($); and the strict convexity since analyticity prevents 
k(p) = A(pa, + (1 - p)&) from being linear on any p-interval (a,,, & E 
9). Alternatively the strict convexity of A can be concluded from that of 1c, 
and from (3.6), and the strict monotonicity of #(a, 2) in 5. 
(ii) Let 
?(x; a, 5) = a f e-(“[i)(a) -al 8 C(a)]“-‘(x,iE). (3.10) 
n=l 
Note that 
++(a, S) = $(a, 5). 
One can verify by direct calculation that the eigenfunction r(x; a) is given 
bY 
r(x; a) = 7(x; a, A(a)) 
(see Nummelin [NUT], Theorem 5.1). Note that 
7(x; a, S) = a f / e(avs)-r”[P - al 8 v]*(~-~)(x, E X ds) 
n=l Rd 
is a generating function and let WCx) be its domain of convergence. 
Observe that for each a,, E 9 there is a J0 < A(a,) so that 0 < 7(x; ao, lo) 
< co. To see this let ft(x; a, l) be defined by (3.10) for jc(a) with 
minorization (a - c);(a). By (3.10) 
f,(x; a, S) = 
a--E 
-7(x; a, S), 
a 
and then TC(x; aa, A,(a,,)) < 00 implies 7(x; aO, lo) -C cc with lo = A,(aa) 
-C A(a,). Now arguing exactly as in part (i) but with #(a, 3) replaced by 
F(x; a, [) and W by WC”), we conclude that 
(ao, A(a,)) E 7Pcx). (3.11) 
Thus {(a, A(a)): a E 9} c @tX). The analyticity of A implies that 
r(x, a) = i;(x; a, A(a)) is analytic in a neighborhood of a,,. 
(iii) Suppose ai E 9, i = 1,2,. . . , and ai + a0 E ~9.9. Then by Fatou’s 
lemma and the hypothesis that 9 is open, i(E, ai) + cc. Hence by Lemma 
3.1(E) A(a,) --, cc, and I]vA(ai)ll + oc. Thus A is essentially smooth. 
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(iv) Suppose first that 0 E 9,. 
If IIailj + cc, it follows that i(E, ai) + 00 and hence h(cri) + cc. Com- 
bining this with part (iii), and the strict convexity of h(a), we conclude that 
h( .) must have a unique minimum at some point in 9, hence that 
VA(-) = 0. at that point; namely, 0 E VA(~). 
If u E 9, then 0 E the convex hull of the support of { V( I - u; a), l? E 
ad}, and al! the conclusions o,f the above paragraph hold with Ei replaced 
by & - u, P(a) replaced by P(cY)e-(“s”), h(a) by X(a)e-(“3”) = X,(a), 
and i(E; a) by P(E; a)e- la,“). Thus v X,( a) = 0 has a unique solution 
a, = (VA)-'(u) E 9. Hence so doesOvA = uX(cu) or VA(~) = u, 
namely, u E VA(~). ThisOproves that YC VA(~). D 
To see that VA(~) c 9, suppose first that 0 @ Y. Then there exists a 
sequence { ti } E W’ such that ti + oo and an (Y E Rd such that i(E; tia), 
and hence A(t,a), i = 1,2,. . . , is a bounded sequence. But then since X is 
strictly convex, vh(a) = 0 (0: VA = 0) cannot have a solution, namely, 
0 e VA(~). Similarly if u 4 9’ then u @ VA(~). •I 
From the above proof, we get a little more than ess. smoothness of A. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Under the hypothesis of Lemma 3.2 X(q) --) 00 as 
ai + ~39 or as llaill + 00. 
Remark 3.5. If the lower bound alone holds in (3.1) (a very weak 
assumption), and if one can show (by means other than hypothesis (R)) that 
P(o) and kC = I - ~1 Q C(a) have eigenvalues A(a) and X,(o) for 
sufficiently small f, and that ?c(a) is h;‘(a)-recurrent, all on some open 
domain 9, then the conclusions (i), (ii), and (iii) of Lemma 3.4 hold. All the 
following limit theory will then hold as well. For example, if E is finite then 
the above conditions are always satisfied for some power k “o( a). 
Remark 3.6. If {X,} is a Markov chain on a finite state space E = 
(1, * * - 3 N }, then under some further restrictions, the analyticity of A was 
proved by Miller [Ml, the conclusion following from the characteristic 
equation for A. Another natural line of proof is to observe that jCn)((r) are 
all real analytic functions, express A(a) = lim(k(“)(a))‘/“, extend (Y~ into 
the complex plane (a = (ai,. . . , ad)) and apply the Vitali theorem on the 
limit of bounded analytic functions [Ti]. This approach has been used by 
some authors. A difficulty arises if the extension of j(‘)(a) into the complex 
plane has O’s, as one can then not take roots. If the { &} are bounded one 
can circumvent this problem. For more general cases our argument above, 
which is motivated by constructions used in renewal theory, seems more 
tractable. 
LEMMA 3.5 (Extension to continuou; time). Assume that P, is continuous, 
that (R) holdr for P = P, and that P,(x, E; a) < 00 for a E 9. Then the 
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functions A( ar), r(a), and I( a) also satisfy 
i)r = eA’r I 3 lj:=eAt,lr=l. 
Remark 3.7. The condition “P, continuous” can be weakened to requir- 
ing the irreducibility of the semi-group. See Tuominen and Tweedie [TuTw] 
and Niemi and Nummelin [NiNu]. 
Proof By Lemma 3.1 
B,(a)r(a) = eAtu)r(cy). 
By the semi-group property of & this implies 
F,F,r = eAPf, 
(3.12) 
namely, jJa)r(a) also satisfies (3.12) for each t > 0. But r(a) is unique up 
to a multiplicative constant, which we denote by cl(a). Thus 
j,(a)r(a) = c,(a)r(a). (3.13) 
But then 
i.e., 
C *1+ ‘2 = ct,ct2- (3.14) 
Furthermore, byA(3.12) and (3.13), ci((~) = e*(@. Now the continuity of P, 
implies that of P,, and hence by (3.13), that of c,. Therefore (3.14) implies 
that c,( CX) = ,e h(a)r. 
Similarly IP, = e A(a)l and one argues as above that li), = e*(‘)*l. q , 
4. THE CONJUGATE MA-PROCESS: TWISTING 
In this section we define the conjugate MA-process, and the “twisting” 
transformation which, in one form or another, lies at the root of many large 
deviation proofs. In the present case, it transforms the original MA-process 
into one whose imbedded Markov chain and additive component have any 
specified invariant measure and mean. 
Let 
Q(a) = Q(x, dy x a!~; a) = e- a(a)+(aSS)P(~, dy X ds)r(y; a)/r(x; a), 
(4.1) 
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where A and r are as defined in Section 3. We will also take the liberty of 
writing 
as in the case of P. 
Now observe that Q(a) is itself an MA-transition kernel. We denote by 
{(XC”), 9”)); n = 0,l n n , . . . } the MA-process associated with this kernel. 
PROPOSITION 4.1 (Twisting). Assume that (R) holds, 9 is open and 
(Y E 9. Then 
6) 
is an invariant probability measure for Q( *, * ; a); 
(3 
E,,,,Si’*) = nvh (a). (4-2) 
Remark. {a(A) = a( A; 0), A E S} is the invariant probability measure 
for { P(x, A); x E E, A E 8’). We write a(O) = rr and EJ, = p. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let v E 9 and a, = (VA)-‘(V). Then 
E,,,,,,S{“v) = v. 
Before proving the proposition we need 
LEMMA 4.1 (Differentiation formula). Assume (R) and cx E a,. Then 
OX(a) = v(f(a)B(a)r(a)) = l(a)(VB(a))r(a). (4.3) 
“Formal” proof of (4.3). By the chain rule 
v(l(a)i’,(a)r(a)) = (Vl)ky + I(Vi),)r + I&7r 
= (VI)Xr + l(Vi),)r + Xlvr 
= XV(k) + l(Vj,)r 
= f(Vi,)r, since I(a)r(cx) = 1. 0 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. From (3.2) we see that for any fixed x0 E E and all 
XEIE 
‘(x0; a) I r(x; a) I 
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Hence, since r(x,; a) is continuous in a (in &), we see that for each a E & 
there is a 6(a) > 0 and 0 < q(a) 5 c*(a) < cc, such that 
44 s 
r(x;a + A) 
+; a) 
2 44 for l[All I S(a). 
Hence 
Jl(dx; a)r(x; a + A) I c,(a)l(a)r(a) = C&Y) < cc (4.4) 
and also by dominated convergence, 
lim 1(a)r(a + A) = I(a)r(a) = 1. 
A-0 
Also for IlAJ I 6/2, i = 1,2, 
0 I l(a)>(a + A,)r(a + A,) -C co. 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
Now consider 
i)(a)r(a) - i(a - A)r(a - A) = X(a)~(a) - X(a - A)r(a - A). 
Add and subtract j(a)r(a - A) on the right-hand side and X(a)r( a - A) 
on the left-hand side, to get 
(j(a) - ?(a - A))r(a - A) + P(a)(r(a) - r(a + A)) 
= (X(a)-A(a - A))r(a - A)+X(a)(r(a)- r(a - A)). 
(4.7) 
By (4.4) and (4.6) all these terms are well defined and finite. Multiply (4.7) 
through by I(a); the resulting terms are also finite. Since IF = XI, the last 
terms on the right and left cancel. We get 
W 
I 
a(a)-i(a-A) 
6 1 r(a - A)= X(a) - X(a - A) 8 l(a)r(a - A), 
where we now take A = 6e,, ei = (0,. . . , 1, . . . ,O) with 1 in the ith compo- 
nent. By (4.5) 
lim I( a) 
&a)--(a - A) aw 
S-+0 6 I r(a - A) = r (a = (a,,...,a,)). I 
(4.8) 
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We will prove below that the L.H.S. of (4.8) 
aF( &> 
= ~imol(a)~r(a - A). 
-+ I 
(4-9) 
Suppose for now that this is done. Since (k)(x; cy) converges for (Y E 6 
and for each x E E, it follows that 
?(Xi a) = LLd IJile (-)P(x, dy x ds)r(y; a) < 03. (4.10) 
Similarly for (Y E 6 and each x E E 
JJI E E R” Is,le(““~)l(dx; a)P(x, dy X ds)r(y; a) -c co. (4.11) 
Hence by (4.10), for llAll I Q(Y) we have 
ap(x; a) 
aa, da - A) I 4Mx; 4, 
I 
and by dominated convergence 
lim a&; 4 
A-0 aa; 
&x--A)= 
a&; a) 
a 
a* 
+4 
Applying (4.11) and dominated convergence again 
lim l(a)$$$. - A) = I(a);+). 
A-0 
(4.12) 
I a, 
Thus it remains only to prove (4.9), namely, that 
P(a)-iya - A) a&) -- 
6 aui I I 
r(a - A) +O 
as 6 + 0. But the left side is 
JJJ 
1 - e-(A.s) 
I l(dx; a)e(av”) 6 - si P(x, t.fy x ds)r(y; a - A) 
I c,(a)llJl(dx; a)e(a’.S)I e-SS’ - fsr(-ssi) P(x, dy X ds)r(y; a) 
(note (A, s) = Ssi). (4.13) 
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But 
0 I ex - 1 - x I x2(1 + eX), -0300<x<, (4.14) 
and hence (4.13) 
(4.15) 
Now note that given any c > 0, we can choose an A < cc such that 
s,? 2 e -<St + e+‘“, for lsil > A. (4.16) 
Decompose the integral in (4.15) into two parts; one over 1.~~1 I A, the 
other over Is,1 > A. Then (4.15) 
I If3lc,(a)A’l(a)[B(a) + F(a - 8ei)]r(a) 
+ 181c2(a)l(a)[P(a - ce,) + P(a + cei) + P(a - cei - 6e,) 
+P(a + cei - Se,]r(a). 
(4.17) 
For sufficiently small 6 and fixed c < 6( cy)/2, this equals 161 times a 
bounded (in 6) term, hence + 0 as 6 + 0. EI 
Proof of Proposition 4.1. (i) is verified by direct calculation. 
(ii) By (4.3) 
ne”(+VA(a) = ve”(+ = v(l(a)jn(a)r(a)) 
= I(a)(VB"(a))r(a) 
= LjEjRJ(dx; a)se(a*s)P”(x, dy X ds)r(y; a) 
=e *(a 
JJJ 
sa(dx; a)Q"(x, dy X h; a), (4.18) 
since by (4.1) 
Q”(x, U” X ds; a) = e-h(a)n+(u3s)Pn(x, dy X h)r(y; a)/r(x; a). 
(4.19) 
Now (4.18) = eh(a)nE,C,jS,(a), and cancelling eAcajn yields (4.3). q 
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LEMMA 4.2 (Law of large numbers). Assume that (R) holds. Then 
(4.20) 
Let B,(v) = the c-ball around v E ..@, and assume 9 is open. Then 
lim Q’(x, A X nB,; a,) = a(A; q,), A EC?. (4.21) 
PI -+ 00 
Proof. The chain {Z, = (X,, E,)} is positive Harris. Hence by, e.g., 
Theorem 3.6 of Revuz [Re] p. 123, 
lim ; +~ = E&G). (4.22) 
Take f(Z,) = &,. This implies (4.20). 
By Proposition 4.1, applying (4.20) to { Sia)} 
Qn(x,E X nB<(v); cu,) + 1 asn+oo, (4.23) 
and thus 
Q”(x, A X nB,‘; q,) I Q”(x,E X nBf; cu,) + 0. (4.24) 
The positive recurrence of Q<(r) also implies that Qfl(x, A x Wd, q,) + 
m(A; q,), and this with (4.24) implies (4.21). 0 
LEMMA 4.3 Assume (R). Given any /3 < 00 there exists a b < ca such that 
Px{IISnll > bn} = O(e-B”). (4.25) 
Proof. This is most easily proved via regeneration and is left to Section 6 
(Corollary 6.2). 
Finally we derive a formula from (4.19) for later use. Solving for P”, write 
P”(x, A x I?) = ehcajn r(x; a)/LxrsQn(x, dy X ds; a). 
(4.26) 
Take any v E 9 and let (Y, = (VA)-'(V), which exists by Lemma 3.2. 
Multiply and divide the right side of (4.26) by e-(“,“)n and take (Y = (Y,. 
Note that by definition of (Y, 
(%V)- Ah") = SUP{(",V)- A(4) = h*(v), (4.27) 
a 
where A* is the convex conjugate of A. 
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Take I = nB, where B is for now any set E 9Pd, but will later be taken 
convex. Then 
P”(x, A x nB) = e-**@)“r(X; a,) 
Q”(x, dy x ds; a,). (4.28) 
In the next sections we will see that a judicious choice of u in (4.28) will 
lead to a useful estimate of P”(x, A x nB). 
Continuous time. Assume that P, is continuous at 0. Then Lemma 3.5 
holds, and all the conclusions above carry over to continuous time. In 
particular, define Q, by 
Q,(x, dy X ds; a) = e -*(a)‘++)P,(x, dy + ds)r(y; (Y)/r(x; a), 
(4.29) 
and let {( Xj”), S1(LI)} be the associated MA-process. Then 
PROPOSITION 4.1’. 
for a E 52 
Assume P, satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 3.5. Then 
(i) V(L(a)i',(a)r(a))= ~(a)(Vi't(a))r(~), andhence 
(ii) E,,,,(S(“)) = tvA(a). r 
(iii) Formula (4.28) is valid with n replaced by t. 
5. LARGE DEVIATIONS 
In this section we apply the results of Sections 3 and 4 to study the limit 
behaviour of P’(x, A X nB). Theorem 5.1, the logarithmic LD theorem, 
now follows easily from the properties of A proved in Section 3, applied to 
the general LD theorem of Ellis [El. The main result is Theorem 5.2, in 
which the LD probabilities are expressed as an exponential function with 
the entropy as parameter, times the integral of a bounded function with 
respect to a centered MA kernel. (See expressions (5.3) (5.4) below.) This 
integral is estimated via a central limit theorem, leading in turn to an 
estimate of Pn(x, A X nB) in Theorem 5.3. We treat the discrete time case; 
then indicate extensions to continuous time where appropriate. 
THEOREM 5.1. Assume that (R) holds that that 9 is open. Let F be a 
closed set and G an open set in Rd. Then 
&ilogP”(x, A x nF) I -x(F). (5.1) 
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If also m(A) > 0, then 
!ir~ f logP”(x, A X nG) 2 -n(G). (5 3 
(Recall n(B) = inf{ A*( v): v E B }, A* = convex conjugate of A.) 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1(i), r(x; a) is uniformly positive and bounded as a 
function of x for each (Y E 9, and 1( .; a) is a finite measure. Also 
r(A) = /(A; 0) = the invariant measure for P(x, A X Wd). If this is posi- 
tive, then by (3.2) i(A; 0) > 0, hence P(A; CX) > 0, and again by (3.2) so is 
I( A; CY) for all (Y E 9. In this case, applying Lemma 3.l(ii) expressions (3.4), 
we see that 
J$mrn ; log wx, A; a) = A(a), a E 9. 
By Lemma 3.4, A( .) is essentially smooth on the open set 9. Hence by 
Theorem II.2 of Ellis [E] the conclusions 5.1 and 5.2 follow. 0 
COROLLARY 5.1. Under the hypothesis of the theorem, the level sets of A*: 
L,(A*) = {v E Rd: A*(v) I a} are compact. 
Prooj Since A* is lower semi-continuous, L, is closed. We show it is 
bounded. Suppose the contrary. Then by (5.2) there exists a sequence 
{vi} c L, with ]]vi]] + 60 such that 
1-5 log P”(x,E X nB,(v,)) 2 -A*(vi) 2 -a, 
where B,(v;) is the e-ball with center vi. This contradicts Lemma 4.3 with 
B>a.Cl 
DEFINITION 5.1. Call us a dominating point of B E Wd if 
(i) vv E 8B n @’ and 
(ii) B c {v: ((v - us), avs) 2 O}. 
THEOREM 5.2. Assume that (R) holds and 9 is open. Let B be a convex 
set with B n @# 0 and EJ, 4 B. Then 
(i) There exists a unique dominating point vv of B. 
(ii) A*( vg) = h(B). 
(iii) Write aUB = i& B = B - us and let V”(x, dy X ds) denote the 
MA-kernel of the &conjugate process centered by vg, namely, of 
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Then 
P”(x, A X nB) = e-‘(B)“Zn(x, A, B), 
where 
P-3) 
Proof. Under the hypothesis yf the theorem, A is essentially smooth (by 
Lemma 3.4). Since 9 is open, B(A*) = VA(~) [Ro, Corollary 26.41 and 
by Lemma 3.4(iv), this = Y. By Corollary 5.1 the level sets of A* are 
compact. Hence by the lemma in [Nl], inf{ A*( u): u E B} is achieved at a 
point u0 E B nY, and ((u - ~~),(vA)~‘(u,,)) 2 0 for u E B. Now VA(O) 
= E,S, B B means that (VA))‘(u,) # 0 for any u E 3. Thus vA(u,) f 0 
and by that same lemma u0 E 8B. By definition LY, = (VA)-‘(U), and thus 
u0 satisfies all the requirements of Definition 5.1, i.e., u,, = ua, proving (i). 
Also clearly (ii) holds. 
To derive (5.3) go bafk to (4.28). The choice of u in this expression is still 
open, and since us E Sp we may take u = ug. Center the resulting integral 
by the change of variables s -+ s - nug and define V( x, dy x G%) = Q( x, dy 
X ds + us; aDg). This yields (5.3) (5.4). 0 
Remark 5.1. Note that the above representation for P” can be used to 
give a simple proof of the lower bound (5.2). Let u E G, z > 0, Clearly 
Pn(x, A X nG) 2 Pn(x, A X nBJu)). Applying (5.3) (or (4.28)) with u = 
Us,, a little manipulation shows l&(l/n)logP”(x, A X. nB,(u)) 2 
-2+x,]] - A*(u) 2 -2+J - A*(U). Let c + 0 and then take inf over 
u E G. 
We now apply theorem 5.2 to estimate P”. The part exp{ - xn} is of 
course the main term in the LD theorem, so we need only consider the 
integral Z,. Since r( a; a) is bounded and uniformly positive, 
where 
(5.6) 
for some 0 < ct I c2 < co. Now we summarize some immediate conse- 
quences of the dominating point construction which make it possible to 
estimate I,. 
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COROLLARY 5.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 5.2 
(i) (6, s) > 0 for s E nB, 
(ii) 0 E &, 
(iii) I!?,,,& = 0, n = 1,2,. . . . 
Prooj (i) and (ii) follow from the fact that uB is-a dominating point; (iii) 
follows from Corollary 4.1 and the definition of {S,}. 0 
Since V(x, E x . ) is a probability measure we get at once 
COROLLARY 5.3. Under the conditions of Theorem 5.2, I, I 1. 
To get a lower bound we use the fact that E,,,,$ = 0, and apply a local 
limit theorem (Proposition 5.1) for this centered MA-process. As is often 
the case for such theorems there is a lattice and a non-lattice version. The 
proofs of the two cases are similar. We will give a detailed proof for the 
lattice case, and merely state the analogues for the non-lattice case. The 
proof uses a regeneration argument and is deferred to Section 6 where the 
required regenerative structure is introduced. The result is 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Assume that (R) holds, that zB is open, and that the 
measures (P( x, A x . ) are all supported on the d-dimensional lattice Z d. 
Then for any x E E, A E 8, Z E Zd, 
lim nd/lVn(x, A X z) = cexists, 
n-rm (5.7) 
where 0 -C c < 00, and is independent of x, A, z. 
Remark. Since uB may not be a lattice point, S,,= S,‘“) - nuB may not 
be supported on a lattice, Such quantities as P{ S, = z] will always be 
understood to mean P{[S,,] = z} or P{ S,$‘) = [z]}, where [x] = nearest 
lattice point to x. This will be clear from the context, and we will not carry 
the [a] notation along. 
From the proposition we get 
COROLLARY 5.4. Under the conditions of Theorem 5.2 and Proposition 5.1 
lim nd12jn(x, A, B) 2 limnd12V”(x, A X 0) 2 c > 0. (5.8) - 
n-cc 
Finally, from Corollaries 5.3 and 5.4 we obtain the conclusion 
THEOREM 5.3. Under the conditions of Theorem 5.2 and Proposition 5.1 
,fn-d/2e-~(B)n s ~n(~, A x ,@ < C~~e-~Wn, 0 < c’ I c” -e 00. 
(5 *9) 
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Non-lattice case. If the measures P(x, A X . ) are non-lattice then (5.7) 
can be replaced by 
lim nd12Vn(x, A X C) = c 
n+m 
where C c lRd is a non-empty, bounded cube, and the rest of the argument 
leading to (5.9) goes through as before. 
Continuous time processes. Assume P, satisfies the conditions of Lemma 
3.5. The dominating point is a property of A and B alone. Since by Lemma 
3.5 eAr is an eigenvalue of P,, parts (i) and (ii) of Theorem 5.2 remain 
unchanged. For part (iii) we have observed in Proposition 4.1’(E) that (4.8) 
remains valid with n replaced by t, and similarly so do (5.3) and (5.4). Now 
the upper bound j, I 1 in Corollary 5.3 holds as before. Thus to conclude 
the analogue of Theorem 5.3, namely, 
,y-Ve-~(W 2 +, A x tB) < Cl)e-%B)f (5.10) 
we only need to extend (5.7) or (5.8) to the continuous case. We will observe 
in Section 6 that this goes through without difhculty. 
Remark 5.2. We have assumed throughout that the condition (R) is 
satisfied. As was observed before (Remark 3.5), this hypothesis was used to 
establish parts (i), (ii), (ii9 of Lemma 3.4. If (R) fails but one can prove by 
some other means that P,(a) is X; ‘(a)-recurrent, then we observed that 
these results still hold. Now (iv) has no meaning. However, if in Theorem 
5.2 we replace the condition B n @# 0 by B n VA(~) # 0, the conclu- 
sion of the theorem will be still valid. 
6. LOCAL LIMIT THEOREM AND OTHER ESTIMATES 
In this section we introduce a regeneration structure into the MA-process, 
and then use it to prove some estimates that were used in Sections 4 and 5. 
LEMMA 6.1. If the lower bound in (R) ho& then there exist random 
variables 0 I T, I T1 I . - - with the following properties. 
(9 UY+1 - q; i = O,l, . . . } are i.i.d. random variables. 
(ii) The random elements 
{ XT,,, xT,+1 ,..., XT+l-l, .&,..., 5T,+l-1}y i = OJ~.-~ 
are independent. 
Sn 
(iii) Px{ XT, E A, tT, E rl.Fq-l} = v(A X r), for i = 0, 1, . . . , where 
is the a-jield generated by (X0, . . . , X,, El, . . . , 4,). 
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(iv) P,{T, > k} = O(pk) forallx E E andP(T,+, - K > k) = O(pk), 
i = 0,l ,*.-, for some 0 < p -c 1. 
Remark 6.1. The construction employed here is the exact generalization 
to MA-processes of that obtained for semi-Markov processes in Athreya 
and Ney [AN21 and Nummelin [NUT]. 
Proof: Let 
P(x, A x I-) = 
P(x, A x I-) - av(A x I-) 
1-U 
Due to the lower bound in (R), this is again an MA-transition function. 
Adjoin to {(X,,, S,)} the sequence U, of O/l random variables defined by 
P{ Xn+l E AT &?+I E r, u,= ilq) = UV(A x r) (6.1) 
PV”,l E A, 5,+1 E r, u,= opyj = (1 - u)F(x, A x r), 
(6.2) 
where Sn’ is the u-field generated by { X0,. . . , X,,, tl,. . . ,5,, U,, . . . , U,-,}. 
Let 
and 
T, = inf{n 2 1: U,-, = l}, (6.3) 
q = inf{ n > T-i: U,-, = 1). 
If (X0, S,) has distribution v, define T0 = 0. Then by construction, (i), (ii), 
and (iii) hold; and (iv) follows for any p > 1 - a from the fact that 
P{U, = l} = a. 0 
Now let {(X,, S,)} be an MA-process and define (in distribution) 
D 
ri = T,,, - Ti, 
and 
Y ,,,%, + *** +Eq if X0 = x, I Yo,xl = II&II + * * * +115r,ll. 
Write (7, Y) for a typical (TV, Y). Let 
#(a, S) = Eye(a*Y)-S’. (6.4) 
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Writing out this expectation in terms of i)(x, A; cw), and the minorization 
a(1 8 v)(x, A), one can show that this is exactly the same $ as in (3.5). 
Remark 6.2 (Open question). 
formly integrable, where Mic*) 
If we could prove that { Mi’“,,rO} is uni- 
is the martingale of Lemma 3.2, then we 
could conclude that 
r(x; a) = E&j”) = E,M$$ = E,( [ e (~.~~o-,)Aw~o ] [ e(“,SrO)r( XTo)]). 
By the regenerative property the two terms in the last expectation are 
independent; hence 
But E,[e(*,ITo)r(XTg)] = E,[e(“~sO)r(X,)] = P(a)r(a), and we can normal- 
ize r so that Pr = 1. Thus we have the representation formula for r 
(6.5) 
Integrating both sides with respect o E we get 
(6.6) 
namely, 
This fact can be concluded directly from the series form of # ((3.5) and 
Lemma 3.3) and was used in the proof of Lemma 3.4. Note also that (6.5) 
written out as a series, is exactly i;(x; LY, A(a)) in (3.10). 
We will need an “ovejump” renewal theorem for the sequence {x.}. 
Let N, = sup{ k 2 0: Tk I n }, and define the overjump variable 
with 
I WA = l15TN”ll + - * * +l15TN”+1~,ll~ n = 1,2,... . 
LEMMA 6.2 (Renewal Theorem). Assume that EJ < CO, and that Eqf( Y,) 
exists for some f: W d + W. Then 
fim E,f(l W,l) = (E,~)-‘Ofl J’J. (6.7) n-rm 
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Proof. Let 2.4, = E,f( 1 W,l), p, = P,( 7 = n), a, = E,[f() Y, I); 7 > n]. 
Then 
n 
u, = a, + c pku,-k = a,* 
k=O 
n=O k=n+l 
k=l 
= (E,T)-~~E~[T~(JY~I); T = k] * (6.7). 
k 
(by the renewal theorem) 
0 
COROLLARY 6.1. If EVr2 < 00, then 
P”{lW,l > t} I CP”{IY,I > t}“2 
for all n 2 0 andsome c < 00. 
Prooj: Apply Lemma 6.2 with f = the indicator function of {x: jlxll 
> t }, and then apply the Schwarz inequality to E,Tf(Y,). 0 
LEMMA 6.3. If E,[e cu. 1 ‘ol)] < 00 in an a-neighborhood of 0 (automati- 
cally satisfied under the basic hypothesis), then given any 0 < /3 < CQ there 
exists a b < 00 such that 
Pv{ IlS,ll > nb} 2 ep8” for n large enough. (6.8) 
Proof. Under P,, IlS,,ll I IY,( + a.0 + IYNJ + IW,l, where N,, = 
sup{ k: Tk I n }. Since N, I n we get 
Il$Ill 5 lyol + *** +Ir,l + IYJ- (6.9) 
Since Ee’ll’oll < 00, for It I < some 6 by hypothesis, we have from the 
one-dimensional arge deviation theorem for i.i.d. random variables the fact 
that given any /3r < cc, there is a b, such that 
mr,ll + * * * +IlY,ll 2 nb,} I cleCBln for large n. (6.10) 
Also by Corollary 6.1, such an exponential bound holds for ( W,l ; hence 
also for S,. q 
LEMMA 6.4. If under X0 = x, the generating function of It11 
+ . . . + ltT,j = I Y,, +( converges in a neighborhood of 0, then for any 
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B -C CO there is a b such that 
Px{ IlS,[l > nb} I e-@ for large n . 
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(6.11) 
Proof. Same as above, with ] Y,,,l added to (6.9). 0 
One can also show that (R) and 9 open imply E,e(“, 1’01) < cc and 
E,e(“; 1 &.x1) c co in a neighborhood of 0, and hence conclude that 
LEMMA 6.5. If (R) holds and 9 is open then (6.8) and (6.11) hold. 
Proof of Proposition 5.1. Let 
p(k, z) = P{T = k, Y = z>, k=1,2 ,..., zEZd. 
Then 
P{N,~,<I,N,=I,S,=Z}=P{~~+~~~+T,=~,Y~~~~~+~=Z} 
= p*‘(k, z). (6.12) 
Associated with p(k, z) is the renewal function 
u(k, z) = f p*‘(k, z). 
I=0 
(6.13) 
Let p = (P(T), p(Y)) = (ET, EY) E Wd+‘, and m = p(Y)/p(~) E Rd. For 
x E W d or W d+ ’ we will sometimes imply write x where it is understood to 
mean [x] = the closest lattice point. We quote [NS] the result 
lim nd/*u(np + x) = c (6.14) 
n-03 
where x is any fixed point, and c is a constant depending on the second 
moments of -r and Y. (Existence of a finite number of moments of (7, Y) is 
sufficient for (6.14), but our hypotheses in fact guarantee xponential order 
moments.) 
Now let 
y(k,z,A)= P,{T~ > k,&=z, X,/%4), 
and 
y,dk z> = 6% z, d/v(A). 
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Note yA is a probability measure on Wd+‘, 
9 (A) = E { number of visits of { X, } to A between regenerations}, 
and 
?(4/9W = 44. 
Now 
P”{X,EA,S,=z}= c i fp*‘(n-k,z-s)y(k.s,A) 
sEzd k=O I=0 
= q(A)C c+ - k, z - 4YAk 4 
= 9(A)(:‘;,J(n, 4. (6.15) 
Let N be an integer and C = ( - c, c)~ = a cube in W d. Then 
nd/*Pv{ X, E A, S, = nm + z} 
= 44 : c nd/*u(n - k,nm+z-s)y,(k,s)+R(N,C). 
k=O SEC 
(6.16) 
The first term is just a finite sum, and the remainder R is positive. Thus 
dropping R we get an inequality (2) in (6.16), and taking limits we have at 
once by (6.14): 
limnd/*P{ Z, E A, nm + z} 2 q(A) * c * yA{ [0, N] X C}, 
where c is the constant in (6.14). For the kernel V, the mean m = 0, and we 
have thus proved Lemma 5.2 for the initial measure v, namely, that 
limnd’*P,(V){ x, E A, S” = z} 2 c > 0. (6.17) 
Note that this is already enough for (5.8) in Corollary 5.4 with 9(X,, S,) 
= v. 
To get the full limiting result (5.7) for P,, we need a sharper renewal 
theorem than (6.14). For this purpose we use the following recent result of 
Carlsson and Wainger [CaW]: under a finite number of moments on (7, Y) 
lim nd/*u(np + x,) = c, uniformly for IJx,JI I n1/2-r, 
n-cc 
(6.18) 
for some E > 0. (The proof in [CaW] is for the density case but the 
argument clearly works in the lattice case as well.) We can then make a 
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somewhat sharper estimate in (6.16) by replacing N by N(n) = n1/2-r. By 
(6.18) the sum still goes to the same limit, while for the remainer, 
R(N(n),C)~const.&/~. c P{7>k}, 
k>N(n) 
which + 0 by Lemma 6.l(iv). 
To complete the proof of (5.7) and (5.9) we need to replace P,, by P, in 
the above argument. Namely, for L < 60, 
Pn(x, A X(nm + 2)) 
= c ~Px{X,EA,S”=nm+z,STo=S,To=I} 
SEC I=0 
.Px{ S, = s, T, = r} 
+o( Px{ To > ctw~}). (6.19) 
By the regeneration property, the conditional probability in the sum of 
(6.19) 
= Pv{ X,-, E A, S,-, = nm + z - s}, (6.20) 
and the remainder is positive. Hence multiplying by nd12 and applying 
(6.17), 
limnd/2P”(x, A X mn + z) 2 c > 0. (6.21) 
(This is sufficient for Corollary 5.4.) To see that lim ndi2P” exists we replace 
C by C(n) = (- cn1/2-r, +cr~l/~-~)~, and L by L, = cn1/2-r, and use the 
Carlsson-Wainger theorem as before. Finally we have m = 0 for V, to yield 
(5.7). q 
There remain two cases to consider. First we want the analogue of 
Theorem 5.3 for non-lattice random variables, and then we want the version 
of the theorem for continuous time processes. 
For the non-lattice case, what is needed is a suitable analogue of the 
renewal theorems (6.14) and (6.18), with the random variables {Y} having 
an absolutely continuous component instead of being lattice valued. 
Non-lattice analogues of (6.14) have been proved by Doney [Do] and 
Stam [St], and the Carlsson-Wainger theorem is proved in [CaW] for 
measures with densities. What we need, however, is a renewal theorem for 
{(r,, Y,)}, which is a d + 1 dimensional sequence, in which the first 
component is lattice valued even when the last d components Y, are not. 
Thus what is needed is a “mixed” renewal theorem with some components 
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lattice, others not. It is clear from the proofs of the lattice version of Ney 
and Spitzer [NS] and the non-lattice versions of Doney [Do] and Stam [St] 
that this can be carried out by a straightforward combination of the two 
methods of proof, but the details would be very long and tedious and we 
will not go into them here. (For such a “mixed” local limit theorem see C. 
Stone [Sto].) 
Finally we remark on the local limit theorem for the continuous time case. 
Here there are no additional difficulties. In place of y(k, z, A) in (6.15) 
we take y(t, z, A) = PV{ ri > t, . . . } and write y(t) = y(k + a) y,(k), where 
k = [t], u = t - [t]. Now carry through (6.15)-(6.17) with y(k) replaced by 
y,(k). The remaining necessary modifications are made similarly. 
7. EXAMPLES AND SPECIAL CASES 
(i) “Uncoupled ” MA-Processes (S,, or S,) 
By this we mean a process where the transition probabilities are of the 
form P{X,+, E 4, 5,+1 E 4X, = 4 = P{X,+, E dylx,, = x)p{E,+, 
E u!slX,+, = y}, which we write 
P(x, 4 x ds) = &, dy)fl(y, h), (7.1) 
where p is a stochastic kernel on (E, 8) and B(y, u!s) is a probability 
measure on (Wd, 9Yd) for each y E IE. Thus the distribution of .$,+i de- 
pends only on the state X,,, being entered by the chain { Xi } at time 
n + 1, but is independent of the departed state X3. (A similar analysis 
would hold if <,+ i depended only on X,.) If P satisfies the Harris 
condition that 
uy”( A) I P(x, A) I bv”( A) (7.2) 
for some probability measure v”, then (R) holds with v(A x r) = 
L,WW4yL I-1 = WA x,r>- 
One has P(x, dw; a) = P(x, dy)&y; or), where !(y; o) = je(y, ds)e(*,“), 
i(dy; a) = VdyY8.x a), and P(lE; a) = /F(dy)B(y; a) = F&a). The do- 
main and support set are 
LB= {a: a&x) c co}, 
and 
9= Convex hull of Supp{ i3(E x .)}. 
If 3 is open and @# 0 then all our results apply. 
In particular S,, = CE,,f(X,) with f: IE + Rd fits into this framework 
with B(y, I) the measure concentrated at the point f(y) and &y; a) = 
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e(a,f(Y)), 8(E, a) = j,F(dy)e (a*f(y)) = the generating function of f(Y), 
where 9(Y) = F. Thus if P satisfies (7.2) and the domain of F(lE; a) is open 
then our results apply. 
Finally, if P, is continuous at 0 and P, satisfies the above conditions, then 
the limit theorems in Section 5 again hold. 
(ii) Finite State Space 
If lE = {O,l,. . .) d }, d < co, then logarithmic large deviation theorems 
are known under various special hypotheses. (See, e.g., Miller [Ml.) Even 
here, however, our results are more general; and the sharper than logarith- 
mic results are new. In this case the given kernels are 
Pjj(r) = P{ Xn+l =j, 5,+1 E rlx, = i}, P-3) 
with transforms 
jjj(a) = L,pii(dr)e(“,‘), a E Rd. 
Assume { pii( = { pii} is irreducible, and let gij = {C ~ij(~) -C cc}. 
By the Perron-Frobenius theorem X(a) exists if and only if p,,(a) < co for 
all i, j, namely, 
9 = ngjj; i.j 
also r;(a) and /,(a) exist for (Y E 9. 
The condition (R) may not be satisfied with m, = 1 but a(a) I &o(a) 
_< b(a) < 00 for some integer m, < co, for a! E 9. Hence by Lemma 3.4 
Am,(,) is analytic and essentially smooth, and thus so is X(a). Thus all the 
results of Sections 4, 5, and 6 hold. 
If&=Z~=J(Xi)withf(i)=e,=(O ,..., O,l,O ,..., 0)withthelinthe 
ith component, i = l,..., d, we get the occupation time process. In this 
case 
jij(a) = e”Ipij, i=l ,..., d,a=(a, ,..., c& (7.4 
and e”ca) exists for all (Y E R ‘, as do the associated eigenvectors 
(rl(a), * * * 9 rd( a)) and measures (I,( cw), . . . , I,( a)). The conjugate MA-kernel 
(Section 4) is Q(a) = { qij(a)}, where 
rj(a) 
qij(cu) = eACa)e”lpij m , 
( I I 
(7.5) 
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with invariant measure 
{ 7Q(a)} = { li(a)ri(a)}, i = l)...) d. 
Now suppose (or,. . . , ud) is a probability vector with ui > 0. Then on the 
d - 1 dimensional set {u : Cu, = l} (Y, = VA-'(u) exists by Lemma 3.4, 
and by Corollary 4.1 
E,(,“)r$p = u. 
We will combine (7.6) with the identity 
&qp) = m(a), 
which follows from 
= (kl ,...,I,r,) = ~(a). 
From (7.6) and (7.7) follows the 
(7.6) 
(7.7) 
“TWISTING" PROPERTY. Let Y = { vl, . . . , vd } be a given probability uec- 
tor. There exists 0 -C ui < CCI and 0 < ui -C 00, i = 1,. . . , d, such that 
{ Pijl = t”iPijujl is a stochastic kernel with invariant measure v. 
Proof. By (7.6) and (7.7) 
m(a,) = v 0.8) 
since both sides are equal to &,.,. r c(“v). But B((Y”) is the invariant measure 
of Q(a,), hence so is v. Writing thts out 
ealrj( a,) 
~vi~(~,)ri(~p)Pij= 9 
and taking ui = e”l/ri, uj = @(a,), we see that VP’ = v (P’ = { uipijuj}). 
0 
The above observations are of course not new and are merely intended as 
an illustration of a simple manipulation via the conjugate kernel. For a 
similar calculation see Ellis [El. 
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(iii) Integral of a Markov Process 
Let { X,; t r 0} be a Markov process on a metric space IE, determined by 
the measure {lPx; x E E} on the path space, having cadlag sample paths 
and strongly continuous semi-group T with intinitesimal generator A. Let 
F: E + Wd be a bounded measurable function and B E Wd. Let S, = 
ldF( X,> 6 and 
ptb, A x I-) = p,{(x,, s,) E A x r}, AEE,rE9d. 
(7.9) 
We assume that P, satisfies (R) with 9 open and P, continuous at 0. 
Associated with the transform 
k,(x, A; a) = le(“*“)Pt(x, A X u!s) = E,P{ e(cr*sl); X, E A} 
E 
(7.10) 
is the semi-group 
T,Bca)f( x) = E,P{ eta, ‘f)f (X,)} . (7.11) 
If ,F( .) is continuous then differentiating (7.11) we see that the generator of 
cpccr) = A(“) = A + (a, F(e)), namely, 
A@)f(x) = Af(x) + (a, F(x))f(x), x E E. (7.12) 
By the theory of Section 3, jt( a) will have maximal eigenvalue e a(n)’ with 
eigenfunction r( .; a) and measure I(. ; a). By the results of Section 5 we 
conclude that if B is convex and satisfies the conditions of Theorem 5.2 
‘F( X,) dr E B I c2e-K(B)t. (7.13) 
(iv) Evaluation of the Entropy Function 
In some applications, like that above, one can obtain a more explicit 
formula for x(B). RecaII that 
E@b, = E,,,,,S,‘“) = tvA( a), (7.14) 
where S,(u) is the conjugate process and Q$, is the conjugate MA-kernel, 
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with invariant measure B((Y). With (Y = (Y, this becomes 
ut=E,q:,S,=EJdF(X,)dr=~(X~)dP=JdEF(Xo)ds 
= t J EF(x)a(dx; a,). 
Thus 
JF(x)+ilx; a,) = u, 
and taking the inner product with (Y”, 
(a,, 0) - Ma,) = JE[(U”9 F(x)) - N4lde 4 (7.15) 
Now since r is an eigenfunction we can differentiate both sides of 
j,(a)r(a) = e”(%(a) 
at t = 0, to get 
A’%(a) = A(a)r(a). (7.16) 
If F( .) is continuous then together with AC*) in (7.12) applied to r( cy), this 
yields 
-Ar, 
(a, F) - A(a) = -y-. 
a 
Finally, by (7.15) 
(a”, v> - 
-Ar(x; a,) 
Ab,) = /, r(a,) +k au) 
= - &ir(x; a,)l(dx; a,). 
Thus the entropy or information function for this process is given by 
(7.17) 
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This should be compared with a variational formula for n in 
Donsker-Varadham [DV, Part I]. 
(v) Brownian Motion on a Circle 
As an example of the above consider Brownian motion on the circle 
E = S’. Partition the circle into a finite number of intervals Ji, . . . , Jd, and 
let F: S’ -+ IWd be the indicator function: 
F(x) = (1J~(x),...,1&)), x E s’. 
Then 
s,= (W),...J,(t)), 
where yi( t) = the occupation time of Ji up to t. Then P,(x, A x I) satisfies 
(R) with v = Lebesgue measure on S’ X Sd-i, where S,-, = the simplex 
{Zf=i~x~ = 1, xi 2 O}. (To put this exactly in our setup, one should translate 
s,-, to q-1 - (l/d,. . . , l/d) = S,-, to get an MA-process on S’ X 
W-‘.)NowB= alloflRd-’ and Y= S,- 1. Also clearly P, is continuous in 
t. Thus all the necessary hypotheses are satisfied, and the limit theorems of 
Section 5 are valid. 
In the present example we note that the entire calculation can be carried 
out more explicitly in the case d = 2 and ( J1, J,) = (St, S!) = the upper 
and lower half circle, respectively. 
The range of F is the two point set of canonical basis vectors e, = (1,O) 
and e2 = (0,l); thus the convex hull of the range contains an empty interior 
(in R *). Let i(‘<x) = F(x) - ($, :) so that the range of P lies in the one- 
dimensional subspace spanned by (1, -l), and there its convex hull con- 
tains a neighborhood of the origin. We choose for it a parameter space {(II: 
g = a(el - e2), (Y E R}. Thus a:. P = a(el - e2) - ([l,:- 1/2]e, + [l - 
1,1+- 1/2]e,)= ~y(l~:- 1/2)[(e, - e2). (ei - e,)]=2a(l,;- l/J) = g * F. 
Clearly if X, is any process on S’, knowledge of (l/t)jdF(X,) ds = 
(l/t)ldF( X,) ds - (i, t) yields equivalent knowledge about 
(l/t ).W( 4) h. 
Since the semi-group operators T,, associated with Brownian motion are 
symmetric on L*(S’, dx), then even though our F is not continuous, (7.12) 
is still valid a.e., provided that A and Aca) are interpreted as the (self- 
adjoint) infinitesimal generators of T, and T,p(u), respectively, viewed as 
semi-groups on L*(S’, dx). For a more general discussion of this situation 
see [DV, Part I]. We are thus led to an eigenvalue problem in L*(S’). 
Namely, (7.16) becomes Af + 2a(l,:- 1/2)f = hf. Choosing an angular 
coordinate x E [-n/2,3a/2), we are further led to the boundary value 
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eigenvalue problem: 
A(“) = d2/dx2 + 2a(l,,,, - l/2) with domain 9(A) = {f E 
C’( - a/2,3n/2): fk( - a/2) = fk(3n/2) k = 0,l; f’ is A.C. and f” E L2} 
is self-adjoint in L2( -rr/2,3n/2) and has discrete spectrum bounded 
above by a simple eigenvalue A( a) with a strictly positive eigenfunction f,, 
both of which we now seek. 
Let us begin with the case a > 0, since for a = 0, A(0) = 0, and f, = 1 
(say). Note that in either case, a > 0 or a < 0, a . P is symmetric about 
n/2 so that the simplicity of A(a) forces this symmetry on f, as well. 
With a > 0 we have the pair of equations: 
f”(x) = (A - a>.fb) on (0, ~1, 
f”(x) = (A + df(x) on($,,).(7r,G), 
subject to f symmetric about n/2, positive and Cl-periodic. If A 2 a then 
we cannot arrange for f E C’; similarly if A I -a. Therefore -a < A < a, 
and (up to a constant): 
f(x) = ucos(a - A)1’2 on (0, ~1, 
= cosh(a + A)“’ 
= cosh(a + A) ‘12(F-x), on(7r,$). 
a cos(a - A)1’2t = cosh(a + A)1’2t (from do+) = .f(O-)), 
and 
u( a - A)1’2sin( a - A)1’2i = (a + A)“2sinh( a + A)“27r/2 
(from f’(O+) = f’(O-)). 
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Note since f > 0 we need (a - A)l12 < 1, i.e., A > a - 1; thus for 
0 c a I l/2, A 2 -a and for a > l/2, A > a - 1. So a = (cosh(a + 
A)‘/27r/2)/(cos( a - A)‘/*s/2) and A( a) satisfies the principal characteris- 
tic equation: 
(a - A)“‘tan(a - A)1’2a/2 = (a + A)“2tanh(a + A)1’27r/2. 
The left-hand side is a positive decreasing function of A on [(-a V (Y 
- l), a] with value zero at A = a, while the right-hand side is a positive 
increasing function of A on [ - a, a]; thus there is a unique solution A(a) as 
claimed with -a < A(a) < a for 0 < a 5 l/2 and a - 1 < A(a) < a for 
a < l/2. 
With a < 0 the situation is reversed: a -e A < -a is necessary for 
f E C’. Then (up to a constant factor): 
f(x) = a cosh( A - a)1’2 on (0, ~1 
Expressing f E C’ at 0, 
a cosh( A - a)li25 = cos]A + a1112t, 
hence 
cos(A + a)‘12t cosh(A - a)1’2: IA + al < 1. 
Also 
a(A - a)“‘sinh(A - a)“*: = IA + aI ‘/2sinIA + a1112t. 
We obtain the principal characteristic equation 
]A + a]‘/2tan]A + a11/2i = (A - a)1’2tanh(A - a)1’2i. 
Reasoning as before we obtain a unique solution A(a) with -a - 1 < 
A(a) < -a for a < -l/2 and a < A < -a for -l/2 I a < 0. 
In either case A = A(a) is a smooth function of a by the implicit 
function theorem. Hence f, is also smooth in a. 
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From the characteristic equations we conclude that A(a) - a + 1 as 
a --) cc and h(a) + a --) - 1 as a + - cc. It is clear that A is an even 
function of a (cf. the characteristic equations). To obtain the convexity of A 
it suffices to show that for a > 0, A’(a) > 0. Since A’ = (a - b)/(a + b) 
where a = (a - A)- ‘12tan(a - A)‘127r/2 + s/2 sec2(a - A)‘127r/2 and 
b = (a + A)-li2tanh(a + A)‘127r/2 + a/2sech2(a - A)‘12n/2 we must 
verify a > b when A satisfies the characteristic equation (a - A)li2 
tan(a - A)‘1277/2 = (a + A)‘/2tan(a + A)‘12~/2; one can argue by con- 
tradiction, assuming a = b, i.e., A’ = 0 and comparing cos2(a - A)‘12?r/2 
< cosh2(a + A)‘127r/2. Note that in terms of our notation 9 = W and 
VA(~) = (-1,l) =Y. 
8. A “KULLBACK-LEIBLER" FORMULA FOR % 
When S,, is a sum of i.i.d. random variables, the exponent n in the large 
deviation theorem can be given in terms of the Kullback-Leibler number 
(see, e.g., Bahadur [Ba]). A similar formula was derived by Kim and David 
[KiDa] for E~=J(X,-i, Xi) = S,,, f: lE + R bounded; and one can derive 
such a result for general MA-processes. We do so here, taking E = 
(0, 1,2, . . . } for simplicity. 
Let 
and 
P= (pii( rEad,i, j=O,l,... ), 
Q= (qii(r); I’~a~,i, j=O,l,... ), 
be MA-kernels. Assume that { qij(Wd)} has invariant measure { rriQ; i = 
0, 1, . . . }. If qij(-) < pii for all i, j, define 
otherwise define K( Q, P) = 00. Let 
mQ = C J miQqij(ds). i, i 
(8.1) 
(8.2) 
PROPOSITION 8.1. Assume we are in the setting of Sections 3 and 4, with 
(R) holding and 9 open. Assume that B c 9. Then 
a(B) = inf,A*(u) = i;f { K(Q, P): me E B}. (8.3) 
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Proof In the notation of Section 4 
{ q(“)} = invariant probability measure for Q(@(R ‘), (8.4 
and let Q be any MA kernel with Q GC P, and invariant probability 
measure 7~. Then 
i 
Y!a.) 
-log X(a) = -log c +)jii(a)q 
i,j I 1 
= -log C J d~e(“,s)$(s)riqij(d9) 
i,j R ri IJ 
which, by Jensen’s inequality is 
7riqij(d.s) = I + II + III 
where 
Thus 
III = - ~J(cY, s)vriqij(ds) = -(a, me). 
Hence 
-log X((Y) I K(Q, P) - (a, me). 
and so 
K(Q, P) 2 (a, mQ) - log X(a) 
Therefore 
K(Q, P) r A*(mQ). 
inf{ K(Q, P); me E B} 2 inf{ A*(mQ): mQ E B} 
2 inf{ A*(u) : u E B} = x(B). 
(8.5) 
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In the other direction, use (8.4) to write 
-log X((Y) = - c il(log A( a)) +‘q$‘(ds) 
i,i 
= K(Q("), P) - (a, mQ"'). 
Hence 
A*(u) = (a”, u) - log X(a,) 
= (a,, u) - (a, mQ"")) + K(Q(*u), P). 
But mQ'="' = u, and hence 
A*(u) = K( Q’“u’, P). 
Finally, 
inf{ K(Q, P) : mQ E B} 
I inf{ K(Q*o, P): u E B} 
= ii(B). 0 
Remark. The hypothesis B c 9 is not necessary and is used only to 
assure (Y, exists for u E B. One can extend the result to general B by 
showing that 
inf{K(Q,P): mQEB}=inf{K(Q,P): mQEBn@}. 
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